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ABSTRACT  
 Advances in the technology in all aspects of modern world leads to the development of new methods for information security 
and monitoring system. Surveillance system is used for security in various fields like home security, traffic monitoring and toll 
collection. Automation of various systems leads to better monitoring of the system. Traffic monitoring and security system uses 
vehicle number plate   identification for their owners who disobey the traffic rules, stolen vehicles and speed monitoring. This 
paper presents a novel approach for one search technique to identify vehicle no plate using Hopfield neural network The NN 
system is trained using all the characters in different style and sizes so that the system is made independent of size, rotation and 
location. Hopfield Neural Network is based on image pixel pattern. The proposed algorithm is compared with correlation based 
methodology and artificial neural network.  
Keywords:  VNPR, Segmentation, K-means Clustering, Hopfield Neural Network. 

1.INTRODUCTION 
Security on roads with respect to vehicle tracking system has become an important issue in today’s high traffic 
population. Vehicle tracking is one of the important aspect in vehicle security. High security number plate system has 
been incorporated in several countries so that the vehicle could be traced by tracking or reading the integrated chip 
installed on number plate. However, the text on number plate has been the most convenient way when doing the same 
manually. The presented work that ease the manual operation by just using a smart camera equipped with the 
developed algorithm enables the traffic personnel to track the vehicle under scanner. Traditional monitoring and 
security systems are slower, prone to errors and require human power 24x7 time at the location. These systems have 
many limitations like attention, delayed information and time consuming. Vehicle number pate recognition (VNPR) is 
an advanced methodology in which vehicles are identify from their owner by using number plates. In India vehicle 
number plate is composition of ten characters. Indian number plates have four parts: State, State Code, District 
information and Registration Number. State represented by two alphabet characters, state code represented  by  two 
digits ,district information  represented by two alphabets and  registration number  represented by last four digits  This 
system can be used  in various purposes: monitoring  administration, urban road  monitoring ,border crossing control, 
indoor parking or underground parking. 

2.RELATED WORK 
Singh Gurjinder pal et al . (2015) described Number plate identification using image processing methodology is used 
for extracting and identify vehicle by reading through number plate. Identification is an essential area in the 
development of intelligent traffic management systems and surveillance. [1]. 
Singh Gurjinder pal et. al (2015) Vehicle Number Plate Recognition system has gained wide popularly with the 
continuous increase in the number of vehicle related offences. Its research is becoming challenging and interesting day 
by day. VNPR is designed to help in recognition of number plates of vehicles. Number plate recognition is the term 
used to unique identify road vehicles without human intervention.[2]  
Nandan More et.al(2015) described License Plate Identification Using Artificial Neural Network and Wavelet 
Transformed Feature Selection is proposed, which is based on wavelet transform function and comparing the proposed  
methodology with correlation based method for the detection of number plate. Experimental result shows that the 
proposed technology has the better performance in comparison with the correlation based methodology. The matching 
process for number plate recognition is modified with the help of multi-class RBF neural network optimization[3] 
Jitendra Sharma et.al (2014) described a new methodology for ‘License Plate Recognition’ based on wavelet 
transform function. This proposed methodology compare with Correlation based method for detection of number plate. 
[4]. 
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Ayman Rabee et. al. (2014) proposed a highly reliable license plate detection and recognition approach using 
mathematical morphology and support vector machines (SVM). [5] 
Cosmo H.Munuo1 et. al. (2014) described  this paper is a review of NPR preliminary  stages;  it explains  number  
plate  localization,  sizing  and  orientations  as  well  as  normalizations  sections  of  the Number  Plates  Detection  
and  Recognition.[6]  
Mahmoud  Ibrahim et.al (2013) defined ALPR used either a color, black and white, or infrared camera to take 
images. The quality of the acquired images isa major factor in the success of the ALPR. ALPR as a real-life application 
has to quickly and successfully process license plates under different environmental conditions, such as 
indoors,outdoors, day or night time. [7] 
 Firas Mahmood Khaleel et.al (2013) described Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) and Bag-of Words (BoW) 
feature descriptors are combined and clustered by using K-means clustering to form a novel way of localizing the 
license plate’s region in an image. [8] 
Guan Xuezhong et. al(2013) described this article mainly researches on license plate automatic recognition technology 
which is used in parking management system. LPRS could replace the traditional methods like swiping card or 
artificial recognition in license plate recognition, the process is divided into four stages: image pre-processing, license 
plate localization, character segment and character recognition, and to set up a software system to verify at the same 
time .[9] 
Bing-Fei Wu et.al(2013) The proposed DLPR system adopts Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) and Support 
Vector Machine (SVM)-for classification-based solution. The proposed system implements a two-level LPR, including 
LP localization and character recognition[10].   
Jian Yang et.al (2013) developed a system which included the image acquisition, license plate location, character 
segmentation and character recognition. To improve the accuracy of the license plate location, we improved the effect 
of the binary image positioning method.[11]   
Yingjun Wu et.al (2013) A novel LPL algorithm is proposed in this paper to jointly consider color and texture 
distribution features of license plate area (LPA) in  an  image.  The method is  divided into  two  steps  of  detecting 
vehicles through  background  subtraction method and locating LP A  by  combining  texture  features  and  color  
features respectively.[12]   
Shih-Jui Yang et.al.(2013)  presented a robust and real-time LPD system to differentiate the strength and density of 
vertical edges between the license plate region and non-plate regions. The proposed LPD system consisting of 2-level 
2D Haar Wavelet transform and Wiener-deconvolution vertical edge enhancement not only can highlight the 
irregularly-distributed vertical edges of the license plate region, but also can suppress the regularly-interlaced ones of 
the non-plate regions, like radiator grilles or trench grates. [13] 
Singh Gurjinder Pal(2012) Described Vehicles are identified by reading their number plate and then retrieving the 
information from the record based on the number plate contents. The system becomes complicated when there is large 
number of vehicles being traced at different locations.  An automatic visual vehicle number plate identification and 
management system is required that can grab the image of the moving/stationary vehicle’s number plate, extract the 
contents from the same and then retrieve the details of the vehicle under surveillance. [14] 
Md. Mahbubul Alam Joarder et.al(2012) Bangla  automatic  number  plate  recognition (ANPR)  system  using  
artificial  neural  network  for  number plate  inscribing  in  Bangla  is  presented  in  this  paper.  This system splits 
into three major parts- number  plate  detection, plate character segmentation and Bangla character recognition.  The 
Bangla character recognition is implemented using multilayer feed-forward network.  According to the experimental 
result,   the performance of the proposed system on different vehicle images is better in case of severe image 
conditions.[15] 
Chirag Patel et.al(2013) Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) system  are based on different methodologies 
but still it is really challenging task as some of the factors like high speed of vehicle, non-uniform vehicle number plate, 
language of vehicle number and different lighting conditions can affect a lot in the overall recognition rate.[16]  
P.Vijayalakshmi et.al(2012) described new vehicle identification technique consists of vehicle detection, plate 
localization and character recognition. Here, Genetic algorithm (GA) is employed at two levels: for detecting vehicle 
from traffic image and recognizing character from the number plate. Detection is based on contour and shape 
information. GA controls the window size to capture each vehicle in a separate widow.[17]  
YiQing Liu et.al(2011) described a license plate recognition system based on neural networks was designed and 
developed. The system used a neural network chip to recognize license plates. The chip combined  video image 
processing module with neural network module by using equalized image processing algorithm and network 
classification algorithm. A set of interface circuit was developed for implementing license-plate-number 
recognition.[18]  
Muhammad Tahir Qadri  et.al (2009)- defined Automatic Number Plate  Recognition (ANPR) is an image processing 
technology which uses number  plate to identify the vehicle. The objective is to design an efficient automatic authorized 
vehicle identification system by using the vehicle number plate. Normally, the data base is maintained in different 
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fields using the MS Access. The data base access must be made to the authorised user and must be password protected. 
The modification rights must be reserved with the administrator and that too in different tiers. [19] 

3.ALGORITHM 
In order to implement the proposed algorithm; design and implementation has been done in MATLAB using image 
processing toolbox. Table 4.1 is showing the various images which are used in this research work for experimental 
purpose. Images are given along with their format and size. All the images are of different kind and also identify the 
number plate for each image. Following steps are involved in designing of the proposed algorithm: 
Step 1: Select Input of the original (RGB) image from computer memory into current    program. Any given digital 
image is represented as an array size M*N pixels.  
Step 2: RGB to Gray level conversion. 
Step 3: Image Enhancement and Binarization . 
Step 4: Segmentation of texts and Hopfield Neural Network Training. 
Step 5: Pixel Pattern for Hopfield NN for character identification  
Step 6: Identification of Texts and store in a file.  
Step 7: Complete no. Plate identification and comparing with the data base to get the owner’s information. 

4.TRAINING WITH HOPFIELD NEURAL NETWORK 
When testing simple distinct patterns the network performed well, correctly identifying each pattern. However, as 
expected, as the patterns increased in similarity, the network often returned incorrect results. These additional states 
(local minima) dramatically affected the network's ability to associate an input with the correct pattern.  Following 
equation is used for input character pattern identification: 

P = 0.15n (where P = number of patterns and n = number of neurons). The network was subjectively tested using 
numeric digits. These tests involved training the network with binary patterns that resembled a numeric digit followed 
by a testing phase where numeric digits to be tested, were hand drawn using the computers mouse. The Hopfield 
network correctly identified each number and returned the correct character 

5.RESULTS 
The presented algorithm has been tested on no. of images of vehicle registration plates. The snap shots shown in below 
figures show the results. The characters are segmented and recognized at good accuracy. The rotation invariency has 
also been tested for the same vehicle plates. A data base of 100 vehicles is generated for testing of the algorithm. The 
data from the data base can be fetched when the number is extracted from the number plate. The data base is designed 
using the following fields: 
 Name of the owner 
 Vehicle Number  
 Address 
 Model No. 
 Chassis No. 
 Engine No. 

Table 1:Recognition Time (seconds) 

Test Image Correlation Based DWT/NN Based Proposed 

Test-001 1.34 1.22 0.090 

Test-002 1.34 1.20 0.091 

Test-003 2.34 1.32 0.095 
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Image1:Test_001             Image2:Test_002                  Image 3: Test_003 

 

      
Image4 : Input Image  Test_001 and Resultant Output             Graph1: Graphical Comparison – Recognition Time 

 

 
Figure 2:Analysis and information of Number plate 1                        
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Graph2 : Graphical Comparison - Accuracy 

 

 
Image 5: Input Image Test_002 and Resultant Output 

 
             Image6: Input Image Test_003 and Resultant Output 
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  Figure 2:Analysis and information of Number plate 2            

  
Figure 3 :Analysis and information of Number plate 3 

6.Conclusion 
The proposed technique is applied and tested on different images and compared with respect to recognition time and 
accuracy. Extensive research has been made in this proposed work to expand an accurate number plate recognition 
system. Hopfield Neural Network generates less time and remarkable accuracy for pattern recognition as compared to 
the previous methods. This indicates the speed of recognition is improved a lot. Further, the work may be taken out for 
any other special characters that may be present on the number plate. However, the prime challenge that remains is the 
exact location of the number plate. The position and style of number plate is always prone to vary and the algorithm 
may have to be customized depending upon the requirement. 
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